Fast algorithms for the reconstruction of images from hyperbolic systems," in Proc. 25th ZEEE Con$ Decision Contr., Athens, Greece, Dec. 1986, pp. 173-178. -, "Recursive linear smoothing for the 2-D Helmholtz equation," in Proc. IFAC Symp. Contr. Dism'buted Parameter Syst., 1986. R. P. Roesser, "A discrete state-space model for linear image processing," IEEE Trans. Automat. Contr., vol. AC-20, pp. 1-10, 1975. E. D. Sontag, "On split realizations of response maps over rings," Znfor. Contr., vol. 37, pp. 23-33, 1978 Chapellat and Bhattacharyya [5] obtained a necessary and sufficient condition, known as "segment lemma" in the literature, for a convex combination of two polynomials to vanish on the imaginary axis. This lemma has found applications in a variety of ways. In this paper, we have generalized the "segment lemma" to a fairly general class of polygons of polynomials. More specifically, suppose fl(s), f2(s);.., f,(s) are the vertexes of a polygon of polynomials P,, arranged in their natural geometric order. Theorem 3.4 gives a necessary condition for a polynomial in the polygon P,, to vanish at jo, for some 0 , . On the other hand, Theorem 3.3 gives a sufficient condition which ensures the existence of a polynomial in P,, to vanish at ioo. In this case, the sufficiency condition leads to a constructive proof.
I. INTRODUCITON
Kharitonov's Theorem [8] followed by the edge theorem [31 have inspired a large number of research papers [I] , [2] , [4] - [7] , [9]-[12] in the area of robust stability. Motivated mainly by practical applications, this area is continuing to flourish.
Chapellat and Bhattacharyya [5] obtained a necessary and sufficient condition, known as "segment lemma" in the literature, for a convex combination of two polynomials to vanish on the imaginary axis. This lemma has found applications in a variety of ways. In this paper, we have generalized the "segment lemma" to a fairly general class of polygons of polynomials. More specifically, suppose fl(s), f2(s);.., f,(s) are the vertexes of a polygon of polynomials P,, arranged in their natural geometric order. Theorem 3. 4 gives a necessary condition for a polynomial in the polygon P,, to vanish at jo, for some 0 , . On the other hand, Theorem 3.3 gives a sufficient condition which ensures the existence of a polynomial in P,, to vanish at ioo. In this case, the sufficiency condition leads to a constructive proof.
The results obtained in this note have been successfully applied by Pujara and Shanbhag [lo] to find the pseudoboundary, i.e., the set of all polynomials in an unstable polytope which vanish on the imaginary axis. The explicit knowledge of the pseudoboundary has been found to be useful for testing the stability of an uncertain polynomial with multilinear or nonlinear coefficients. More precisely, suppose that sn + a,(q)s"-' + a 2 ( q ) F 2 + 1 . . + a , -, ( q ) s + a, (q) (*) is an uncertain polynomial where ai(q)'s are multilinear or nonlinear coefficients in the uncertainty vector q.
We define ai = min(ai(q)), pi = max(ai(q)), 1 I Z I n .
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Consider the interval polynomial associated with the (*) polynomial, viz. Clearly, the polytope 9' in R"+l generated by (**I contains the region 9 in R n i l generated by (*). Since 9 is an interval polytope, its stability can be tested by Kharitonov's theorem. If 9 is stable, then W is stable. If 9 is unstable, we find its pseudoboundary 3. If 3 intersects 9, then W is unstable; if not, then either W is stable or it has no polynomial vanishing on the imaginary axis. This can be ascertained by testing the stability of any one polynomial in W. There are several other important and useful applications of pseudoboundary under consideration. The explicit knowledge of pseudoboundary has been utilized to design a controller that will simultaneously stabilize a given family of plants. In summary, all the interesting applications mentioned above draw their inspiration from the set of results established in this paper.
NOTATIONS AND SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS
As usual, we associate a point in R"' with the coefficients as its coordinates with a polynomial of degree n. We start with the definition of a standard polygon. Definition 2.1: A polygon of polynomials will be called standard if i) it is convex, ii) all the polynomials in it are of the same degree, and iii) none of the vertexes vanishes on the imaginary axis. All polygons of polynomials encountered in this paper will be assumed to be standard. 
where ( i t j ) E S , , S, = { ( 1 , 2 ) , ( 2 , 3 ) ; . . , ( n -l , n ) , ( n , l ) l . (2) Note that X i , j ( w ) and X j J o ) differ only by sign. If A,, A,;.., A,,-,, A,, are the vertexes of a polygon P,, encountered in this order, then we compute X , , 2 ( w ) , X 2 , 3 ( o ) , . ' . , X n -, , , ( o ) and X;?), in the same order unless otherwise stated. Definition 2.2: For a standard n-sided polygon P,,, of polynomials, we define a frequency-dependent winding number function S ( o ) as follows:
Remark 2.1: It is easy to check that the sign of each Xi, j ( 0) depends on the segment joining the end points and not the end points.
MAIN RESULTS
First, we prove a series of results giving necessary and sufficient conditions for a polynomial f(s) in a standard triangle to vanish at j w o and then generalize them to a standard polygon of polynomials. 
Results for a Triangle of

(4)
To establish this theorem, we need the following lemma. This lemma pins down an important structure property of the Xij(w)'s associated with P,,. Lemma 3.1: In a standard polygon P,,, if n -1 sides have their corresponding Xi, j ( oJ's equal to zero, for some w,, then the nth side also has its Xi, j ( 0,) equal to zero.
Proofi We first prove this lemma for n = 3 and then for n > 3.
Case I -Suppose n = 3: Without loss of generality, suppose X1,2(00) = 0 and X 2 , 3 (~0 ) = 0. We spit the proof into two subcases. Assume that the statement of the lemma is true for n -1.
Suppose for the side A i A , + , of P,,, X i , i + l ( o o ) # 0, while all 
and A, + A, + A, = 1 .
(6)
From (5) and (61, we get
If only a single polynomial in A,,,,, vanishes at jo,, then a unique solution for (1) exists. 
and
then there exists a unique polynomial f(s) in vanishes at io,.
V(i, j ) E S,. Define which
Proofi Without loss of generality, suppose Xi, j ( w o ) 2 0, Now we state some corollaries derived from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, the proofs of which are similar to the ones presented before. The main purpose of these corollaries is to give stronger conditions for the above theorems depending on the location of the polynomial with respect to the triangle. But, first, a definition is needed. Definition 3.1: A polynomial is said to be within a polygon of polynomials if it is in the polygon but not on any of its sides. We are now in a position to extend the results to n-sided P3, vanishes at jw,, then IS(wo)l < 2.
standard polygons of polynomials.
Results for Standard Polygons of Polynomials
First a definition is needed. Definition 3.2: A peripheral chord, PCjj, of P,,, is the line segment connecting the vertexes A i and A j , of P,,, such that li -11 = 2. meorem 3.3: If P,, is a standard polygon, and if S ( w o ) equals +n or k ( n -l), for some oo, then there exists a unique polynomial f(s), in P,,, which vanishes at jo,.
Note that the theorem has already been proved for n = 3.
Proof:
We first prove that if S(wo) = k n , then a polynomial vanishes in the interior of P,,.
Case I-Assume S(wo) = +n: The proof will be given by the induction for n 2 4. Assume that the theorem is true for n -1. Partition the polygon P,,, by the peripheral chord PC,,,, into a standard triangle, P,, with A , , A,, A , as its vertexes and a standard polygon P,,-with A , , A,;.., A,, A , as its vertexes. Without loss of generality assume that S(oo) = n for P,,.
We split the proof into two cases depending on the sign of Suppose first X,,,(w,) = 0. By applying Corollary 3.4 to P,, we conclude that the chord PC,,, has a polynomial f(s) vanishing at j w , . Since this polynomial also lies within P,,, we are done. Next, if X1,,( w,) # 0. If X,,,( w,) > 0, then S( 0,) = n -1, for P,, -,. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, a polynomial within Pn-,, and hence within P,,, vanishes at ioo. On the other hand, if X,,,(w,) < 0, then S ( w J = 3 for P,. By Corollary 3.2, a polynomial within P,, and hence within P,,, vanishes at jo,.
(n -I): Let AiAi+ be the side, Case 11-Suppose S(oo) = mial vanishing at j w , , in P,, -,. By Theorem 2.1 this would imply that at least two sides of P,, have their corresponding Xi, j ( w0Ys equal to zero. This would imply that S(oo) < n -1 for P,,, which is a contradiction to the hypothesis. Thus, the only possibility is that Xi-,,,+,(o0) < 0. This implies that S(oo) = 2, for P, and hence by Corollary 3.4 there exists a polynomial on the side AiAi+ ,, and hence in P,, which vanishes at jw,. Q.E.D.
Note that the proof shows that if S ( W 0 ) = +n, then there exists a unique polynomial within P,, which vanishes at jo,; and if S( w,) = + ( n -l), then there exists a unique polynomial on a side of P,, which vanishes at jw,.
We now state a theorem, which is almost the converse of Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.4: If a polynomial f(s) in a standard polygon P,, vanishes at jw,, for some wo, then S(wo) equals +n, or + ( n -1) or Xrm( 0,) is zero for each side of P,,.
Note that the theorem has already been proved for n = 3. We split the proof into different cases depending on the location of the polynomial.
Case I-Suppose only a single polynomial in the interior of P,, vanishes at jw,: We first give the proof for )z = 4 and then extend it for n > 4.
Case Z(a)-Suppose the polygon is a quadrilateral, i.e., n = 4:
Suppose A , , A,, A , , A , represent the vertexes of P,. The polynomial f(s>, which vanishes at jo,, can exist in two distinct types of regions in P,. Therefore, we consider the following two subcases.
Subcase 1 By the induction assumption, we have S(oo) = n -1, for P,,-l. Therefore, all the n -1 sides of P,-, (this includes the common sides of P,, and P,,-have their corresponding Xi,,(w0Ys of the same sign. Without loss of generality, we assume Xi, j(woYs for P,, , to be positive. By Corollary 3.1, we know that if a line of polynomials in P3 vanishes at jw,, then each X l m ( w o ) is zero for P3. By the induction hypothesis, it is straight forward to extend the result to P,, i.e., if a line of polynomials in P,, vanishes at j w o , then each Xlm(wo) associated with P, is zero. It can be verified that these polynomials lie on a plane in R4
Q.E.D.
and form the exposed vertexes, in their natural geometric order, of a pentagon. Fig. 1 shows the graphs of X12(w), X23(w), X34(w), X4,(w) and X,,(o) associated with the sides of the pentagon. From Fig. 1 , one can easily check that S ( w o ) = -4 at w, = 0.8387, 1 and 1.9227. Also from Fig. 1 , we infer that S( w ) = -5 for each w in (0.8387,l) and (1,1.9227). By using Theorem 3.3, these observations imply that for each w in (0.8387,l) U (1.19227), there is a unique polynomial f,(s> within the pentagon which vanishes at jo and there exist unique polynomials g,(s), g2(s), g,(s) on the edges of the pentagon such that gl(0.8387j) = 0, g2(lj) = 0 and g3(1.9227j) = 0. These results not only give this qualitative information that the pentagon is unstable but by dividing the pentagon into triangles and by using Theorem 3.3, we can construct all polynomials in the pentagon which vanish on the imaginary axis.
VI. SUMMARY
We have established some necessary and sufficient conditions for a polynomial in a standard polygon of polynomials to vanish on the imaginary axis.
On the Equivalence Between Similarity and Nonsimilarity Scaling in Robustness Analysis
H. A. Latchman and R. J. Norris
Abstruc-In the analysis of multivariable systems in the presence of structured uncertainties, similarity scaling and nonsimilarity scaling techniques have heen independently proposed as methods for obtaining nonconservative robustness measures. In order to fully exploit the unique advantages of each method, it is desirable to obtain the required nonsimilarity scaling matrices directly from the associated similarity scaling matrix, and vice versa, without the need for separate optimizations. In this paper an explicit relationship is developed between the similarity and nonsimilarity scaling matrices which enables the direct computation of the optimal nonsimilarity scaling matrices from the optimal similarity scaling. Several applications of the results are also presented.
I. PROBLEM FORMULATION
For uncertainties which are defined by either norm bounds on the entire matrix (unstructured uncertainties) or magnitude bounds on the individual elements (structured uncertainties), a necessary and sufficient stability condition [l] is given by where p denotes the spectral radius, M(jw) = (Z + G J j w ) ) -' and the uncertain system is given by G,(jw) = ( G J j w ) +
A( io>>.
In what follows, we will often omit the explicit dependence of the parameters on the frequency variable w , since the results must hold at all frequencies.
The relationship between the spectral radius and the maxiManuscript received September 20, 1990; revised April 26, 1991 , August 12, 1991 , and August 23, 1991 
A While (2) may be shown to be both necessary and sufficient for unstructured uncertainties, for structured uncertainties and in particular for the class of magnitude bounded uncertainties gs = {A = {A..}: JAcjl I Pij}, Pi, 2 0 given, (2) is only a sufficient stability condi?ion. Hence, additional manipulations are required to reduce the conservatism with the intent of regaining, if possible, the necessary stability condition. Two techniques that address this problem are nonsimilarity scaling introduced by Kouvaritakis and Latchman [ 11 and similarity scaling advanced by Doyle [2] . Both techniques rely on the fact that while the eigenvalues (and hence the spectral radius) of a matrix are unaffected by similarity transformations, the singular values are not necessarily preserved and may, in fact, be reduced. The nonsimilarity scaling information described in [l] and [3] yields the sufficient stability condition:
inf (T(R-,ML-~)(T(LPR) < 1.
L . R
The infimization over L and R requires only 2(n -1) optimization variables because one diagonal element of both L and R may be held constant without loss of generality. Whenever the inf in (3) is associated with a smooth point (for example whenever C(R-'ML-') is simple at the infimizing L and R), (3) has been shown to be equivalent to the necessary and sufficient condition of (1). This optimal condition is characterized by the major principal direction alignment (MPDA) theorem proposed by Kouvaritakis and Latchman [3] .
The stability condition using similarity scaling for the uncertainty class gSl defined earier, may be obtained by first transforming the problem to standard block-diagonal form [2] . The resulting sufficient stability condition is infc(DMaD-') < 1 (4) D where Ma = E,ME,Pd, E , E % n x " z and E, E 9Inzxn, with both E , and E, containing only 1's and O's, and Pd = diag(Pi,), i, j = 1,2;.., n. Again (4) also yields a necessary and sufficient stability condition whenever the inf is associated with a smooth point [21, [41. For the class gS, the scaled singular value in (4) constitutes an upper bound on the structured singular value, p(M,) defined in [21.
DIRECT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SIMILARITY AND NONSIMILARITY SCALING
As shown above, for the case of uncertainties in the class D,, the formulation of the similarity scaling technique requires that the matrix dimensions be expanded from n x n to n2 x n2 and that the number of free optimization variables be increased from 2(n -1) to n2 -1, as compared with the nonsimilarity scaling method. In a recent paper [5] , it was shown that dependencies in certain elements of the similarity scaling matrix could be removed, thus reducing the number of free optimization parameters to 2(n -11, the same number required for nonsimilarity scaling. Moreover, both methods yield necessary and sufficient 0018-9286/92$03.00 0 1992 IEEE
